Make a difference. Be a substitute teacher.
Kelly® Education is proud to partner with Enterprise City Schools to provide exceptional substitute
teachers. We’re a company that invests in our employees, recognizes their achievements, and is
committed to the noble purpose of educating our youth.
Substitute teaching offers meaningful work that directly gives back to our community and makes a
positive difference in the lives of students every single day. We have limitless opportunities for
passionate people to inspire and educate students. You’ll have the option to work in the schools of your
choice, to take steady work five days a week, or to create a flexible schedule that works around your
other life commitments.
Whether you’re new to teaching or a seasoned educator, our goal is to ensure you always have the skills
you need to succeed in the classroom—starting with free pre-hire training, paid orientation, and our
investment in your ongoing professional development.
Remember that teacher who made a difference in your life? Now it’s your turn. Be a substitute teacher in
Enterprise City Schools

Apply Here: Kelly Education Substitute Interest Form

_______________

For Districts using Non-Instructional
Find work that matters.
Kelly® Education is proud to partner with Enterprise City Schools to provide exceptional substitute
custodians and CNPS (lunchroom). We’re a company that invests in our employees, recognizes their
achievements, and is committed to the noble purpose of educating our youth.
We have limitless opportunities for passionate people to inspire, support, and set students up for
success. You’ll have the option to work in the schools of your choice, to take steady work every day of the
school week, or to create a flexible schedule that works around your other life commitments.
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As a Kelly substitute, you’ll also enjoy:
Free pre-hire training (for substitute teacher and paraprofessional positions)
Paid orientation
Ongoing professional development
Steady, yet flexible, work you can feel good about
Weekly pay
Your preference of schools
Soul-lifting jobs are now available. See the job requirements and apply with us today! Kelly Education

Substitute Interest Form

